Day 1:
Make an origami heart

Day 2:
Write a gratitude list

Try adding some
messages
of self-love
on the
inside of them.

It could be as simple as
being thankful for your
morning
coffee or
your cosy bed!

Day 6:
Write a list of self-care

Day 7:
Practice a grounding

ideas
Have a bubble bath, watch
your favourite
movie, light
some candles.

Day 3:
Give a gift
Anything from cards,
poems & cake to items you
can donate such as
twiddle muffs to
help dementia
patients!
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Isolation
Wellbeing
Challenge

Day 4:
Journal about what the

Day 5:
Make a positivity jar

word ‘Hope’ means

Fill with things
that bring you a
smile; favourite
quotes, goals,
photo’s etc…

to you

Day 8:
Create your own wall decor

Day 9:
Try some deep breathing

Being creative has been
compared to meditation due
to its calming
effect on the
mind & body.

This technique can reduce
anxiety, calm your
mind & increase
positive thought
processes.

Day 12:
Write a letter to someone

Day 13:
Paint a rainbow for your

Day 14:
Create a self-soothe box

‘togetherness’ Means

you care about

window

for you

You can pop
the letter in a
handmade
envelope too!

Rainbows are popping up
in windows across the UK
– they signify
hope &
positivity.

exercise
Use each of your five
senses to help
you to focus on
the present.

Click on the titles to view the link.

Day 10:
Day 11:
Do a random act of kindness Journal about what
Anything from
litter picking to
posting positive
notes around.
your local
community.

To speak to one of our wellbeing practitioners, please contact: 02078414470 or email askbeam@childrenssociety.org.uk
(Available from 10am-6pm, 7 days a week)

The idea of these boxes
is that they are
filled with
things that
make you
feel better.

